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The temporal and spatial resolution in the microscopy of tissues has in-
creased significantly within the last years, yielding new insights into the
dynamics of tissue development and the role of the single-cell within it. A
thorough theoretical description of the connection of single-cell processes
to macroscopic tissue reorganizations is still lacking. Especially in tumor
development, single cells play a crucial role in advance of tumor properties.
We developed a simulation framework that can model tissue development up
to the centimeter scale with micrometer resolution of single cells. Through
a full parallelization, it enables the efficient use of HPC systems, therefore
enabling detailed simulations on a large scale. We developed a generalized
tumor model that respects adhesion driven cell migration, cell-to-cell sig-
naling, and mutation-driven tumor heterogeneity. We scan the response of
the tumor development depending on division inhibiting substances such as
cytostatic agents.
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1 MODEL
Within the massively parallel NAStJA framework [Berghoff and
Kondov 2018; Berghoff et al. 2018], we have implemented a multi-
model solver with a cell-geometric resolution for the simulation
of tissue growth in general and cancer in particular. We have on
the microscale a cellular Potts model which simulates adhesion
driven cell movements. Simultaneously, this scale limits our spatial
resolution. On the most coarse scale, an agent-based model is used,
where each cell corresponds to one agent. On this macroscale, the
signals are processed, and cell death and cell division, including
mutations, are simulated. Another model layer lies between these
two scales. It represents the mesoscale and ensures signal diffusion
through the surfaces of the cells. The Fig. 1 shows an overview
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Fig. 1. A two-dimensional schematic diagram shows the three different
model levels. The lowest layer, the microscale, represents the cellular Potts
model. On the highest layer, the macroscale, an agent-based model, is acting.
In between, on the mesoscale, the transport of signals is processed.

of the different model levels. Following the three model layer are
described in detail. Each model layer acts on its specific scale.

Microscale. Themodel is based on a regular rectangular grid. Each
voxel has an integer number represents the cell ID. All voxels with
the same cell ID are assigned to a biological cell. The cellular Potts
model is a Monte Carlo method [Graner and Glazier 1992]: The
system evaluates under random changes of voxels to the cell ID of
their neighboring voxel. These changes are accepted according to a
Metropolis acceptance criterion. A Hamiltonian defines the energy
of the system. It is the sum of several energy functions, reads,
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Here, the first sum corresponds to the cell adhesion, the second to
the volume, and the last corresponds to the surface of individual
cells.

Mesoscala. On this scale, the diffusion of signals is simulated.
Signals can be among others oxygen, nutrient, or drugs. Based on
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Fig. 2. Diffusion of the nutrient Signal, the four black squares are blood ves-
sels, that supply the nutrient. Yellow cells have high nutrient concentrations
and blue ones low.

the surface with neighboring cells, the signals diffuse from one cell
to the other, see Fig. 2.

Macroscale. At the most coarse level, each cell is assigned to
an agent. The individual agents are then responsible for signal
processing or cell death and cell division, including cell mutation.

2 SCALING
The code is implemented within the NAStJA framework so that it
can benefit directly from the excellent scalability. The domain is
divided into subdomains and distributed to the MPI ranks. Each MPI
rank then holds a block containing the field on the microscale with
the cell IDs and additional cell data, which are held for the higher
scales, per cell. After each calculation sweep, a halo exchange to
the first 26 neighbor blocks is used for the field of cell IDs. Initially,
the additional data of the cells must be exchanged globally, since
it is not known where the cells are located. That would result in a
non-scaling collective communication. With the domain knowledge
that the size of blocks can be chosen and that blocks are typically
large compared to the small cells, it can be ensured that a cell is
never in more than eight blocks, e.g., two per dimension, at the
same time, compare Fig. 3. With this knowledge, it can be ensured

a) b)

Fig. 3. A cell (blue) is distributed to several blocks. (a) shows an inadequate
distribution and (b) shows an allowed distribution.

that the bookkeeping of the additional data can be handled by local
communications to the next 26 neighbors. The efficiency of this
exchange is excellent, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) right shows an
efficiency of > 80 percent for blocks with an edge length of 100 and
even an efficiency of > 90 percent for an edge length of 200. This
result was measured on Jureca with up to 256 nodes corresponding
to 6144 processes.
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Fig. 4. (a) The efficiency of the exchange of the additional data on ForHLR
II and (b) the efficiency for the whole simulation on Jureca, using up to 256
nodes with 24 cores each. It is shown for a subdomain distribution with a
block edge length of 100 and 200.
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Fig. 5. Different treatment plans of chemotherapy and radiation, single or
in combination. The colors represent different cell types.

3 APPLICATION
Besides, we show the application of heterogeneous cancer growth.
We have filled a domain measuring 1000 × 1000 × 1000 voxels with
one million cells, each cell has a volume of about 1000 voxels. In
addition, blood vessels that transport nutrient and a small nucleus
of cancer cells was placed in the middle of the simulation. Cancer
proliferates and grows through cell division until it is too far away
from the nutrient supply of the blood vessels. Thereby, the cells can
mutate into one of the 30 predefined cell types.

To research personalized medicine and better treatments, we have
added various additional treatments.

Chemotherapy. inserts a drug over the blood vessels that changes
the cell division rate.

Radiation therapy. reduces the division rate globally and immedi-
ately leads to dying some cells.
With these simulations, treatments can then be played through

and the best treatment plan can be found for the given tumor hetero-
geneity. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where chemotherapy or radiation
therapy individually do not lead to success, but a combination does.
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